A B O UT

Make an art
of your passion

Superb craftmanship and a passion for the aesthetic
components of design are Italian artisan Sergio Sassolini’s
greatest strenghts. He learned the art of carpentry by working
with his father when he was sixteen. Only a few years later,
dedication and love for his job led him to establish his own
business near Florence. In addition to creating custom-made
products for his clients, he collaborates with accomplished
designers and architects. Over the years, Sergio has constantly
reinvented his design, experimenting with different materials
while preserving the quality and beauty of the made-in-Italy label
on all of his products, which he has exported across the world
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Company
Philosophy

Alchimia

Working with leading architectural firms has allowed us to

For centuries, alchemists have pursued the dream of finding the

expand and improve our work skills. “It is impossible for a

"philosopher's stone", a mysterious substance that would have allowed them

man to learn what he believes he already knows”. That’s why

to transform the crudest and poorest metals into precious ones. “Alchemy”

we have never set limits to the challenges that illustrious

was precisely called the search for the magical “fecundating matter”, which

architects have proposed us. Create custom furniture with

would have made this transformation possible.

precious materials, such as wood, steel, fabric, marble and

“Alchemy”: a word that over time has lost its scientific and esoteric value,

glass, allowed us to satisfy customers who have seen

assuming a more mysterious and magical one. But it is then possible to

realized their own dream, from its planning up to live it.

attribute a concrete, tangible value to this word, because this transformation
process can be a reality, by obtaining a noble and precious object from a raw
material. Our bar cabinet holds the symbols of this ancient "art." A
handcrafted casket with cannettè processing, topped by a precious onyx top,
which contains a magic of light and mirrors. In this case, the "fecundating
matter" was the synergy of many different professionals, united by the sole
intention of creating beauty.

PR OD UCTS

PRO DUCTS

G I N G E R

AR AL

Bar cabinet made of Mahogany wood with

Console made of Mahogany wood with

transparent treatment. Cannettè external

transparent treatment. Cannettè processing.

processing. Internal covering with mosaic of smoky

Calacatta Oro marble top.

pink mirrors with polished edge. Base and internal
shelves in satin brass colored steel. Internal lighting

SIZE

with opening sensors. Pink onyx top.

W: 40cm
L: 140cm

SIZE

H: 90cm

W: 50cm

Weight: 72kg

L: 50cm
H: 90cm

ORIGIN

Weight: 52.38kg

Italy

ORIGIN
Italy

R EG I O
Pair of coffe tables made of Mahogany wood with
transparent treatment. Cannettè processing. Pink
onyx and green onyx top.

SIZE
W: 75cm; 75cm
L: 75cm; 75cm
H: 45cm; 40cm
Weight: 39kg; 37,50kg

ORIGIN
Italy

